Populist Senator William A. “Whiskers” Peffer and Congressman Jeremiah “Sockless Jerry” Simpson of Kansas appeared regularly in the pages of the pro-Republican magazine Judge throughout the 1890s in caricatures like the one above. Drawn by Victor Gillam and published in October 1891, this cartoon depicts Peffer and Simpson pushing a boulder labeled “Farmers Alliance” beneath the wheels of a wagon, representing the Democratic Party. Five congressmen, each with his own personal, diverse cause, squabble over control as a donkey dubbed “Democracy” strains to advance. The banner on the left reads “A Grand Straddle on Every Issue.”

Peffer and Simpson took office in 1891, having been elected on the People’s Party platform after years of low crop prices, drought, and economic collapse. Sockless Jerry Simpson secured his nickname on the campaign trail when he maligned his opponent’s fine silk stockings. Mocked in turn for his poor finances, Simpson and his political ally Mary Elizabeth Lease turned an insult about his socklessness into a badge of honor, and Simpson won the election by a wide margin. William “Whiskers” Peffer received his moniker due to his distinctive beard, which was frequently caricatured in political cartoons of the day.

Like Simpson and Peffer, fellow Kansan and Populist Mason S. Peters swiftly earned a nickname of his own. Peters took office in the U.S. House of Representatives in 1897 on the heels of Peffer’s departure. Simpson had lost his reelection bid two years before but recaptured the seat in 1896 and returned to Congress with Peters. As Peters entered the House chamber for the first time, two young congressional pages pondered to which party he might belong. Spying his beard, they speculated — no doubt thanks in part to caricatures like “The Poor Donkey” — that he might be a Populist. A foolproof way to find out? “Give him a push,” one page said. “If a jackrabbit jumps out of his whiskers he’s a Populist.” Peters embraced the title of “the Jackrabbit Statesman.” His efforts to subsidize postal services for the blind in a contentious political climate are the subject of one of this issue’s feature articles.
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Transforming the University of Kansas
A History, 1965–2015
Edited by John L. Rury and Kim Cary Warren

“Alumni and other friends of KU will find it to be a wonderful resource, full of facts and thoughtful observations about this treasured university.”
—Delbert M. Shankel, Chancellor Emeritus for the University of Kansas

“Transforming the University of Kansas tells the story of 50 years of remarkable growth and change at KU... It’s the story of an institution that not only educates leaders for the future but stimulates major economic activity across Kansas.”—The Honorable Kathleen Sebelius

“As a two-time graduate and longtime supporter of KU, I thought I had a good handle on what’s happened on Mount Oread over the last half century until I read this comprehensive history. I’m betting that many other alumni will have the same reaction when they read this fine book and discover just how much they don’t know about their nationally recognized alma mater.”—Dick Bond, former President Kansas Senate and former Chairman Kansas Board of Regents

“KU’s story through fifty years of good and bad economic and political times is candidly and expertly told by those who know KU well. This volume is a fitting sequel to Griffin's The University of Kansas: A History, leaving the reader with an understanding of KU’s unique journey ‘to the stars through difficulty.’”—David Shulenburger, former Provost and Executive Vice Chancellor for the University of Kansas

456 pages, 172 photographs, Cloth $34.95, Ebook $34.95
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